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Abstract 
Top-down or authoritarian urban interventions, in Cairo mushroomed in 
2018; flyovers, transforming the streets into express and arterial roads cutting 
through residential areas. Furthermore, they were carried out in the name of 
“development”; however, their liveability measures and Placemaking aspects 
seem questionable. In order to monitor and evaluate the top-down urban in-
terventions’ measures, significant cases from Pretorian Cairo were chosen for 
assessment. Various authoritarian urban interventions from 2018 to 2022 in 
Cairo are collected, described according to their values, are analyzed in rela-
tion to Placemaking aspects and objectives. Neglecting pedestrians’ safety, 
ignoring acts of imagining places for human activities, maximising capitalist 
profit, creating car-oriented projects and eliminating potential public colla-
boration produced a process the author calls placeless-making. They pre-
sented the following characteristics: overwhelming domination of commer-
cial investments, street billboards in numerous sizes and designs and visually 
unidentified spaces. No place identity was created, no public collaboration 
was achieved, and no physical activities were encouraged. 
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1. Introduction 

The linkage between community and space defines the space logic, social use 
and society contribution (Dabbour, 2020: p. 3). Our streets once functioned as 
multiple-use spaces, where children could play, and neighbours would stop for 
conversation. Despite public spaces’ socio-cultural role in our lives and memo-
ries, vehicles are gaining more priority. In the last few years (2017-2021), autho-
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ritarian urban interventions in Cairo reflected a top-down process imposing ur-
ban policies and solutions on the local communities. The residents were ex-
cluded, marginalised, and streets turned into roads and car-oriented monstrosi-
ties. Wide express or arterial roads invaded Cairo’s residential areas to reflect the 
authorities’ dream of modernism. Heliopolis, Ma’adi and other neighbourhoods 
were playgrounds for authoritarian massive-scale road engineering projects. The 
streets widened, and the traffic became faster than ever. Flay-overs were imposed 
in the city regardless of the urban setting, Figure 1. The author uses the term 
Pretorian Cairo to identify the Cairene status after the military coup of 2014, in 
which the SCAF was directly and widely involved in the Egyptian economy and 
civic life. Furthermore, authoritarian urban interventions in Pretorian Cairo 
triggered much debate, such as placemaking, motorised traffic solutions or means 
for generating capitalist profit and power practising. 

Cairo is an exciting city; it presents more than a thousand years of history 
with all its urban paradoxes and phenomena. Formal or planned residential 
areas, informal housing, social housing and various historic areas are all pre-
sented side-by-side in mosaic-like urbanism (Hamdan, 1977). Heliopolis and 
Ma’adi, for example, present colonial urbanism for medium- and high-income 
housing from the early 20th century. Their street patterns and urban characters 
were considered role-model for decades in the Arab World. Medinet Nasr (Nasr 
City) presents a socialist-Nasserism ideology from the 60s of the same century 
(Saad, 2020e). Socioeconomic segregation dominated the city for around two 
centuries (1840-2022) (Saad, 2020c), as vast arterial roads isolated marginalised 
and informal housing. Historic areas such as the City Centre (Khedivial Cairo, 
1880s) and Historic Cairo (Islamic Cairo, 960s) present various urban typolo-
gies, forms and street patterns (Saad, 2019b, 2020d). 

 

 
Figure 1. A fly-over in a residential area, Cairo; the author, 2022. 
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Heliopolis was constructed in 1910 by a Belgium real estate investment com-
pany owned by Baron Edward Empain. It was designed by combining radial and 
grid street patterns with public gardens and green islands in the street middle. It 
promoted public street trams, comfortable and safe physical activities and col-
lective social life. It introduced various place identities and distinguished urban 
characters (Saad, 1994, 2022a, 2022b). It adapted similar to the “Neo-mamluk” 
style defined by Nasser Rabbat (2010) but in a celebrative visual mixture. It com-
bines Moorish, Persian and Neo-mamluk styles, Figure 2. Rich ornaments cov-
ered most of the iconic buildings and high-income houses. By 2000, the street 
tram had decayed and become a traffic burden, Figure 3. It stopped functioning  

 

 
Figure 2. Heliopolis traditional Architectural style; the author, 2022. 

 

 
Figure 3. Heliopolis Street Tram; the author, 1990. 
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Figure 4. A placeless solution after construction; a vast road in a residential area; the au-
thor, 2020. 

 
a few years later, leaving its railroads as reminders of lost publicness values. Re-
moving the street tram 2010 from Heliopolis’s significant streets did not bring 
the green islands back. After 2018 streets were transformed into roads losing 
their urban intimacy, Figure 4. By the beginning of the 20th century, Ma’adi was 
constructed after the British colonial style of the suburban model. It combined 
grid-iron street patterns, massive building lots, pitched roof villas and mansions. 
Trees along the sides of its streets created a green canopy. Walking along a Ma’adi 
street was a pleasant and comfortable experience reminding us of the British 
garden city’s dream. However, street transformation, flyovers and commercial 
investments deformed the traditional area character. 

2. Study Aim and Methods 

This study investigates top-down urban interventions in Pretorian Cairo be-
tween 2018 and 2022. The research question guides the study: How do top-down 
urban interventions neglect the community’s socio-cultural values by increasing 
problems in urban liveability measures? 

A literature review was conducted to pinpoint concept identification, key 
themes and placemaking challenges. Significant top-down urban interventions 
are collected, described and analysed according to their process, functional and 
symbolic meanings. Describing a top-down urban intervention set of guidelines, 
functions, and components should help answer the study question. Since moni-
toring and evaluation are powerful transformative management tools (Mutero & 
Govender, 2020: p. 4), they were adopted by the author in his assessment. Most 
case studies were chosen in areas, such as Heliopolis, known for their significant 
urban and symbolic values, socio-cultural and economic aspects, and the mas-
sive top-down urban interventions they witnessed. 
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3. From Streets to Roads 

Cairo witnessed massive-scale urban interventions after 2018; flay-overs, street 
widening, express roads cutting through residential areas, and displacement of 
transportation nodes. Various streets were widened, and green islands and pub-
lic gardens were totally or partially demolished. Top-down urban interventions 
were not limited to regional and significant arterial or express roads but also in-
vaded local streets in numerous residential areas. 

Investigating significant top-down interventions in Pretorian Cairo showed 
the following results: 
• Minimising or eliminating public gardens and pedestrian pavements favour 

the traffic flow, Figure 5. 
• Trees were rarely planted in urban intervention’s leftovers; in a few cases, lit-

tle green areas are created. 
• Coffee houses, shops and cafeterias occupied areas under fly-overs, Figure 6. 
• While few roads might present potential traffic needs, others present mea-

ningless necessities. 
• Design monotony of the authoritarian projects; cheap Islamic ornaments 

might have been used to collaborate with the area’s visual character, Figure 7. 
• The authorities neglected significant housing identity and diversity. 
• Billboards dominated the urban skyline, Figure 8. 
• Fly-overs were also used as advertisement media; animated and electronic 

billboards occupied significant places facing the traffic, Figure 9. 
• In order to widen roads, the authorities demolished the green island totally 

or partially. 
 

 
Figure 5. Minimizing a public garden favour traffic flow; the author, 2021 (see Figure 12 
for comparison). 
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Figure 6. A typical case of a commercial facility under fly-over in Pretorian Cairo; the 
author, 2020. 

 

 
Figure 7. Design monotony and a naïve Islamic decoration on a fly-over in Heliopolis; 
the author, 2021. 

 
• While top-down interventions stood with tied hands in front of political and in-

fluential structures, Figure 10, they were quickly implemented in low-income- 
and marginalised neighbourhoods. 

4. Placeless-Making and Motorized Traffic 

Placemaking is sometimes confusing and contradictory (Wyckoff, 2014: p. 1), 
and it is essential to differentiate between place and space. Space is created due 
to the physical structure of the built environment, while place represents the so-
cial and cultural meanings attached to space (Little, 2020: p. 1). Furthermore, the  
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Figure 8. Street billboards in Pretorian Cairo; the author, 2020. 

 

 
Figure 9. A typical case of using the fly-over for advertisement facing the traffic (elec-
tronic billboard); the author, 2021. 

 
place is a genius loci presenting its characters and meanings for people, includ-
ing physical and symbolic values in the built and natural environments (Jivén & 
Larkham, 2003). Placemaking is multidimensional and concerns the relationship 
between people-place, place meanings, identity and sense of place (Christy et al., 
2021: p. 2). The Project for Public Spaces, Inc. (2020) defines placemaking as the  
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Figure 10. Influential structures occupying the pavement and narrowing the road; the 
author, 2020. 

 
process of creating places through the collaborative sharing of community val-
ues. Placemaking is also defined as the participatory act of imagining and creat-
ing places for human activities (Derr et al., 2018) or as the art of making better 
places for people (Richards & de Brito, 2017). Furthermore, practising placemak-
ing requires residents’ or users’ contribution as they have the ability to create a 
sense of place, place identity and diversity (Saad, 2022a). 

Despite the necessity of introducing a bottom-up process in placemaking, 
top-down interventions triggered much debate as placemaking projects. Ac-
cording to Wyckoff (2014: pp. 4-6) placemaking classification, Cairo’s top-down 
or authoritarian urban interventions can be considered standard placemaking. 
Egyptian authorities claim specialists guide urban development (Ahram Online, 
2021), following general guidelines regarding local needs or identities (Keleg, 
2020: p. 155). Nevertheless, the sustainability of standard placemaking is often 
questionable, as Ashworth (2009) suggests, because standard placemaking dete-
riorates once funding runs out (Evans et al., 2021: p. 172). Moreover, Cairo histo-
ry teaches us that top-down or authoritarian projects are unsustainable (Saad, 
2019b, 2020b). As the Cairene urban quality declines, the middle and high classes 
keep migrating to the suburbs (Saad, 2020c). 

Every placemaking project is also a transportation project since lack of access 
to good places leads to widespread social isolation for children and the older 
population. Whether someone is improving a park, public square, waterfront, or 
public building, the odds are that there is a street on one or more sides of the site 
and that street can alter or break designer ambitions. After World War II, con-
cerns about increasing traffic congestion in American cities led to a mass expan-
sion of national road systems. Nevertheless, the USA “freeway rush” of the fol-
lowing two decades left lasting and devastating marks on the physical and social 
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landscapes of the American nation (Mackenzie, 2015). However, the road engi-
neering rush in Egypt was not limited to regional roads; roads invaded residen-
tial areas. 

Because of the inherited single-minded assumptions that the car must be king 
in the modern city, authoritarian projects in Cairo have been designed to meet 
mobility needs rather than socio-cultural aspects. Following the footsteps of the 
United States and Dubai encourages the state to create express and arterial roads 
and fly-overs in Cairo. The preliminary observation of authoritarian urban in-
terventions creates an overwhelming impression that traffic must be supreme 
and streets are primarily zones for cars and transporting goods, Figure 11. How-
ever, unnecessary roads and fly-overs presented themselves in low-density traffic 
roads and low-income housing. Furthermore, Cairene road networks were not 
always designed according to the codes; various roads changed their width and 
level according to physical barriers along their straight path. Cairene top-down 
interventions can be seen as building transportation through communities ra-
ther than creating communities through transportation. 

Arguing that traffic necessity is the core objective of authoritarian urban inter-
ventions in Pretorian Cairo seems questionable. Roads encourage through-traffic in 
residential areas, which become divided in the process, and the public space is 
destroyed in the name of ‘development’, see Figure 11. By clamming to tackle 
urban problems, the Egyptian authorities seem to neglect two facts; only 12% of 
the Egyptians are car owners (Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Sta-
tistics, 2021), and the city should be people-oriented (Bernner et al., 2012). Fur-
thermore, the authoritarian urban interventions neglected the basic fundaments  

 

 
Figure 11. A road cutting through a residential area in Pretorian Cairo (after removing 
the street Tram; see Figure 3 for comparison); the author, 2021. 
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of placemaking; and the bottom-up process’s role in creating place identity and 
sense of place. Authoritarian urban interventions cannot be considered placemak-
ing projects; instead, they should be considered placeless-making or -solutions. 

Ignoring the collaborative role of the local community, creating car-oriented 
solutions and fly-overs lead to a sense of placelessness where space does not 
convey any meaning, mainly if placelessness is described as culturally unidenti-
fiable environments similar anywhere (Najafi & Shariff, 2011). Traffic necessity 
might be meaningful for the through traffic, but for the residents, it is meaning-
less and harmful (DeMilked, 2019). 

5. The Public Health and Safety 

Cities should be enjoyable places to live in if they are designed for collective ac-
tivities and provide equal opportunities for urban resources (Gehl, 2010), as 
having equal and easy access to public space promote cities’ creation for people 
(Roger, 2010). The city should provide opportunities for physical activities such 
as walking in a safe and secure environment (Khemri et al., 2020) and using ve-
getation in placemaking to sustain the liveliness of the urban space (Khemri et 
al., 2020). The Urban Quality of Life (UQoL) depends on countless factors; physi-
cal features are essential as healthy living and security (Meyer, 2018). In Preto-
rian Cairo, streets are widened, green areas are demolished; an act in social me-
dia called Trees Massacre, Figure 12. While demolishing public gardens and 
green areas harms public health (Cruwys et al., 2022), traffic-oriented projects 
increase vehicle emissions, degrade air quality, contribute to greenhouse gases 
causing climate change and reduce life satisfaction (Meyer, 2018). Furthermore, 
private transportations reduce physical activity, which is a leading culprit of our  

 

 
Figure 12. A typical case of the authoritarian ‘Trees Massacre’ in Pretorian Cairo; the 
author, 2019. 
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current obesity and chronic disease (Project for Public Spaces, Inc., 2018). 
How the authorities deal with public gardens might lower our expectations of 

urban liveability values. Although few placeless solutions present natural ele-
ments, Figure 13, they do not attract people or offer them comfort while per-
forming physical activities and searching for relaxing experiences as public plac-
es should (Jamhawi et al., 2020: pp. 687-688). Of the few public gardens remain-
ing in Pretorian Cairo, the significant ones were fenced, and entry fees were 
forced. Endured residential and public gardens were fenced and locked totally, 
Figure 14 and Figure 15. 

 

 
Figure 13. A typical case of greenery in authoritarian placeless solutions in Heliopolis; 
the author, 2022. 

 

 
Figure 14. A typical case of a fenced and locked public garden in Pretorian Cairo; the 
author, 2019. 
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Figure 15. A typical case of a fenced and locked public garden in Pretorian Cairo; the 
author, 2019. 

 
Investigating authoritarian placeless solutions in Pretorian Cairo constructed 

our perspective on public health and safety. Pedestrians’ and drivers’ safety, traf-
fic engineering regulations and necessity have not been taken seriously, as the 
authorities argue. Transforming residential streets into arterial and express roads 
in Pretorian Cairo exposed children and elderly citizens to an unsafe urban set-
ting. Billboards were scattered along significant roads and blocked much of the 
view, Figure 16. Authoritarian car-oriented solutions did not take advantage of 
historic urban experiences in Europa and the USA. When Le Corbusier pro-
moted the road as a “machine for producing traffic” in 1924, congestion began 
to cause severe problems in cities like Paris and New York. At the same time, Le 
Corbusier urged people to leave their cars in the outskirts and take the subway to 
the office; “an amazing paradox! His solution?” (Mackenzie, 2015). 

However, what was suggested by Le Corbusier regarding the use of public 
transportation, which was widely implemented in European cities, was unhelpful 
to the Egyptian authorities. Instead of directing the public expenditure to devel-
op better public transportation networks, to reduce the use of private cars, they 
imposed car-oriented solutions. Demolishing gardens and pavements and in-
troducing vehicle-oriented solutions decrees the liveability measures in Cairo. 
Even if the traffic flow becomes faster for some time, citizens will suffer from 
unhealthy and unsafe urban quality. The electronic billboards, facing the traffic 
flow and the intensive use of billboards along significant roads create unsafe 
driving experiences due to billboards’ visual (colour and design) attraction, Fig-
ure 17. Furthermore, how commercial activities are placed neglects site con-
straints and suggests that safety is not the authorities’ primary concern. 
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Figure 16. Street billboards block much of the view in Pretorian Cairo; the author, 2022. 

 

 
Figure 17. A festivity of billboards in Pretorian Cairo; the author, 2022. 
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6. Placelessness, Profit and Authoritarian Power  
Representation 

Constructing roads and fly-overs is profitable and straightforward (Saad, 2020c); 
they do not consume time or present engineering difficulties. Generating profit 
from placeless projects is not limited to construction and labouring work but al-
so commercial activities. The existence of the same chain of fuel stations, cof-
fee-houses and shops, in most cases, creates the impression of an economic mo-
nopoly, Figure 18 and Figure 19. 

 

 
Figure 18. Chillout; a SCAF petrol station at a traffic junction and a fly-over’s leftover; 
the author, 2020. 

 

 
Figure 19. The commercial monopoly of a SCAF petrol company in an authoritarian 
project left over and replacing a functioning unsafe garden by the Military Academy, He-
liopolis; the author, 2022. 
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While private investors and business people in Pretorian Cairo require a 
hard-to-get official building permit, the SCAF investment companies require 
non. As a result, constructing their commercial structures such as shops, fuel 
stations, or coffee houses is done without compliance with the Egyptian public 
code. They are constructed under flay-overs, at traffic intersections and U-turns, 
see Figure 18. The SCAF companies enjoy taxes- and customs-free materials 
and construction costs, free building lots, and marginalised labouring costs. Pri-
vate investors are facing one of two alternatives; either to invest in small busi-
nesses or under the SCAF companies’ umbrella as sub-contractors or tenants 
(Sawiras, 2021). Furthermore, the SCAF can transform or occupy any part of the 
public domain, even if it is a pavement or a garden for commercial investment, 
Figure 20 and Figure 21. 

Billboard distribution and types can only be related to commercial and mar-
keting objectives or political propaganda. Commercial structures, billboards, and 
street advertisements emphasize the authoritarian capitalism approach in the 
public space. Public spaces, pavements and road shoulders became urban assets 
for pure profit. It is unclear how many authorities control their spreading, in-
come and renting’s policy, but the SCAF owns a significant share. Military 
camps and facilities took advantage of the placeless projects by projecting gigan-
tic billboards over the road facing traffic and introducing commercial invest-
ments along their exterior walls and façades, see Figure 16 and Figure 17. 

Profit seems to be a significant motive for authoritarian placeless-making. 
Regardless of the design, construction and operation profit generated, capitalist 
thinking drives the authority decision-making. A green area occupied a leftover 
traffic project between the Military Academy and the Cairo International Air-
port, for example, surrounded by express wide roads and flay-overs; informal  
 

 
Figure 20. A green island during its transformation to a commercial hub in Pretorian 
Cairo; the author, 2022. 
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parking and unsafe formal children’s playground emerged. The non-residential 
area’s significant location might explain its existence in a traffic node as a cele-
brative value. However, after its construction in 2019 and within three years, the 
authorities changed their decision and reconstructed a significant part of the site 
as a commercial motor zone, see Figure 22 and Figure 19. Corresponding to 
Hausmann’s objectives in “developing” Paris (Panerai et al., 2005), the Pretorian 
state aimed to generate urban assets by levelling more than the road needed for 
commercial investments. However, while Hausman encouraged the private sec-
tor and banks in urban investment, the Pretorian state aimed at renting their 
commercial structure for continuous profit and control. 

Power is the ability to make decisions or make others do what the deci-
sion-makers have them do. It can be traced in the Cairene urban structure and  

 

 
Figure 21. The previous green island (in Figure 20) during the construction of a road 
and the massacring of its trees; the author, 2018. 

 

 
Figure 22. An public garden (by the Military Academy; on the left side) during its trans-
formation to a commercial hub; the author, 2022. 
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determined by the players or forces in action, wealth, authoritarianism, social 
norms, and the nature of collective or mass activities (Abaza, 2007; Allen, 2010; 
Saad, 2019b, 2020b). Moreover, producing public spaces is directly related to 
governance structure and type, among which political-driven spaces emerge 
from a top-down authoritarian process, targeting on-time and under-budget de-
livery (Project for Public Spaces, Inc., 2018). This has not been the case throughout 
most of Cairo’s history; the street has held vast social, commercial, and political 
activities as a powerful symbol of the public realm (Saad, 2019a). 

As public spaces represent the state’s power (Assala, 2014), the authorities 
control the decision-making process and become the main factor in shaping the 
public domain (Hegazy, 2020: p. 189) because the city is a civic arena for power 
practising (Rajevic, 2020) and representation (Saad, 2020b). To understand the 
concept of urban power, we need to answer the following questions; why is it 
practised? Or What is the benefit of practising it? And by whom? Since spaces do 
not become public due to law affirmation, rather than through all sorts of collec-
tive routinised practices (Koch & Latham, 2021), the authorities created their 
placeless projects without any public negotiation, deliberation or collaboration. 

Public gardens and private structures in Pretorian Cairo did not prevent the 
authorities from transforming streets into roads, as they were quickly demo-
lished. Nevertheless, influential structures occupied the pavements and traffic 
lanes, see Figure 10. Streets containing high-power representational buildings 
such as police stations and military facilities were not widened; instead, a securi-
ty wall or fence blocked a significant part of the roads leading to uneven road 
width (no photos could be taken). 

Power contestation can emerge between various influential authorities or 
players and between the state and the public. On the 25th of January, Cairo streets 
were sites for political contestation, where millions took to the street to protest 
widespread police brutality and social injustice. Cairo’s significant spaces be-
came near-exclusive places for young protestors, challenging the state’s power in 
controlling the public domain. Protestors’ control of public places during the 
25th of January revolution might have triggered the authoritarian placeless solu-
tions in Cairo. 

The authorities argued that their traffic solutions would develop Cairo in gen-
eral and marginalised housing in particular. Nevertheless, it is depressing to no-
tice that marginalised classes suffered the worst from fly-overs cutting through 
their residential areas and imposing speeding through traffic. Even when margi-
nalised housing was not demolished, fly-overs in front of the building blocked 
the sunshine, light, and view and invaded the families’ social privacy, Figure 23 
and Figure 24. However, instead of developing marginalised neighbourhoods by 
creating public gardens, open areas for physical activities and social gatherings, 
fly-overs and express roads tore their urban setting apart and strengthened Cai-
ro’s socioeconomic segregation and urban neglect. While constructing identified 
places has immediate benefits for the wellbeing and can be an intermediate step  
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Figure 23. A fly-over blocking the sun and view in a marginalised residential area, Preto-
rian Cairo; the author, 2018. 

 

 
Figure 24. A fly-over partially blocks the sun and view in a middle-class residential area 
in Pretorian Cairo; the author, 2022. 

 
towered challenging neighbourhoods disadvantages (Cruwys et al., 2022: p. 7), 
authoritarian placelessness increases neighbourhood disadvantages and social 
isolation. 

Making vehicle-oriented decisions is a way of attending to the powerful classes 
by creating meanings that collectively shape the experiences within a given site 
(Koch & Latham, 2021), favouring the wealthy. Car-oriented solutions were ag-
gressively implemented in marginalised housing, demonstrating the authorities’ 
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socioeconomic discrimination and attending to the decisive classes, Figure 25. 
Developing or upgrading disadvantaged neighbourhoods should be achieved by 
building communities. However, the Egyptian authorities promoted solutions 
leading to unidentified spaces, air pollution, unsafe housing and insecure areas. 
Despite the state’s motto of protecting and supporting the community margina-
lised and middle classes, after 1970, the Egyptian state played a different political 
role (Bale & Blake, 2017; Dorman, 2007; Sims, 2011). 

Socioeconomic neglect has been a Cairene urban phenomenon since the be-
ginning of the 19th century (Saad, 2020a); however, the Pretorian Cairo demon-
strated added socioeconomic discrimination and urban neglect driven by the 
state power and their elites. The Pretorian state’s socioeconomic discrimination 
against the marginalised and middle classes can be identified in marginalised 
and middle-class housing. For example, a local street in Heliopolis demonstrates 
a typical case of socioeconomic discrimination and powers’ impact on authorita-
rian placeless solutions. To transform streets into roads, the authorities demo-
lished the pavement and the green buffer zone from one side and left the other 
side. The demolished side shows a medium-income class’s apartment blocks, 
and the primarily untouched side shows high-income residential blocks, foreign 
banks, and luxury shops, Figure 26. 

Contemporary Egyptian authorities’ urban interventions remind us of Ismail 
Pasha’s urban “modernization” of Cairo in the late 19th century. The physical 
outcome differs, but the generating forces and values are very similar. Ismail 
Pasha’s urbanisation’s primary objectives were; political propaganda, economic 
profit and practising authoritarian control over the urban (Saad, 2019b, 2020a). 

 

 
Figure 25. A road widening, social housing levelling and creating an urban-commercial 
opportunity (by removing more than the road need) in Pretorian Cairo; the author, 2022. 
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Figure 26. A typical case of favouring the influential players at the expense of the mid-
dle-class income citizens; demolishing the pavement and the green buffer in front of 
middle-class housing at the left and keeping the right side, Heliopolis; the author, 2020. 

 
The author could not determine whether power in Pretorian Cairo was prac-

tised to generate a profit by transforming the city into capitalist assets or urban 
placelessness was practised to gain power. Both cases seem logical, considering 
the economic struggle between the SCAF and president Mubarak (1970-2011) 
and his business entourage (Egyptian/German El-Obour Master Plan Study Group, 
1980). Similarly to Paris Humanisation (Jordan, 2015), the Pretorian Cairo’s 
road solutions might have aimed at granting easy and quick access to security or 
military forces to various locations in case of potential political contestation and 
space occupation. 

Thus, other alternative presents latent objectives for power practising in Pre-
torian Cairo, such as imposing control over the urban and eliminating any po-
tential contestation due to speeding traffic or meeting the high-class’ modernism 
perspective. Cairo urbanism was the playground for state political propaganda 
and profits by representing the state’s power and control. The SCAF construc-
tion companies, authorities and car-owners seem to be benefiting from practis-
ing power, and power is practised for authoritarian representation, political con-
trol and generating substantial profit. 

7. Conclusion 

The Pretorian Cairo urban interventions cannot be regarded as placemaking 
since placemaking’s fundaments were not met. 

As traffic safety was neglected in authoritarian placeless solutions in countless 
cases, having hidden agenda is suggested. 

Building transportation through communities directly results from the autho-
ritarian placeless solution, although they argue otherwise. Traffic flow seems not 
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to be the authorities’ primary concern; instead, introducing a care-oriented solu-
tion is just a means for achieving higher ambitions. 

Constructing flay-overs and transforming streets into roads seem not people- 
oriented solutions; socio-cultural discrimination and economic neglect might 
have motivated such a careless decision. 

Imposing commercial investments in all investigated authoritarian placeless 
solution suggest a capitalist-driven objective. As the public space’s marketing and 
branding became an authoritarian objective, project leftovers were loaded with 
commercial investment. 

Street billboard design and distribution, ignoring acts of imagining places for 
physical, collective and individual activities, presenting car-oriented solutions 
and eliminating any potential idea of public deliberation are various dimensions 
of Pretorian Cairo’s placelessness. Political propaganda, capital profit, socioeco-
nomic neglect and power representation seem to be the symbolic outcomes of 
the authoritarian placeless solution. 

Pretorian authorities’ and Ismail Pasha’s of the late 19th century hidden ambi-
tions of “modernizing” and “developing” Cairo seem alike. Both of them seem to 
aim at creating or strengthening the ruling class power, and redistributing wealth 
by controlling the urban. However, wide roads and flay-overs of the 21st century 
replaced Hausmann’s Boulevards and Avenues of 19th century Cairo as the physi-
cal outcome of practising power by the new elites. In contemporary Cairo, the 
power is redistributed among the new Egyptian elites, practised for maximising 
their wealth and eliminating older forces. As long as the Egyptian authorities 
take the same action, we will continue to get the same results: cities for profit, 
cars or political propaganda, not people. 

The authoritarian placeless solutions’ message seems precise; only citizens 
with financial means and powerful pivotal positions have the right to enjoy an 
urban liveability; it is an added dimension in Pretorian Cairo’s socioeconomic 
discrimination. 

Despite the author’s impression that Pretorian Cairo’s authorities imposed 
placeless solutions out of capitalising on the urban for generating easy profit, the 
data availability leaves us uncertain in this matter. Countless alternatives gain 
merit due to available data, such as: authoritarian power representation, political 
propaganda and control, and the new authoritarian elite shift in Pretorian Cai-
ro’s socioeconomic structure. 

Top-down placeless-making in Pretorian Cairo presents countless dimen-
sions. However, in this study, the author investigated its design monotony, traf-
fic vision, power of making decisions regardless of the community needs and 
how placeless-project is directed for profit generation. 
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